If “It” was All just Numbers???

9/27
‘Digging into Reality’
9/27
while acknowledging that.....

‘Reality is unknowable’
9/27
‘Nothing is Real’
9/27
but......

“Eyesight can learn from Reason”
as.....

‘Appearances betray’
9/27
and ‘Truth’ the ’21’ is
‘Nor Left nor Right’
9/27
OF COURSE GOD PLAYS DICE BECAUSE HE DESIGNED THEM

Aubrey Meyer, 2011
‘History does not predict but it does hint’

= ‘9’
Mark Twain

‘BRACE YOURSELF’

= 

’21’
‘The entire Earth then was of one language and of one tongue’

Genesis 11:1

‘Universal Language’ 5/32

‘What’s in a Name?’ 5/32

William Shakespeare

‘If Humankind wants to survive it will have to adopt a radically different way of thinking’

Albert Einstein
THE PRINCIPLES OF HEAVEN

And thus the Earth

And its Inhabitants

An e-motion to all Humanity

The Natural Theory of DEALISM

Proposition for a happier survival of Humankind
intending to be

Short Treatise on a Different Way of Thinking and Acting as a Practical Bridge between Philosophy, Science, Religion, and Politics

by

A 6/33 by name, a 3/30 by birth and a 9/27 by both

In respectful memory of Hermes Trismegistus, Pythagoras, Plato, Galileo Galilei, Baruch de Spinoza, Alfred Russel Wallace, Mahatma Gandhi and Albert Einstein
Sombrero Galaxy as seen by the Hubble Space Telescope

Name: **NGC 4594** (= 33) at 30.9 million light-years distance

Energy there is.......in the Universe
What a pretty blue planet!
A Key Pronouncement

• "All of Nature – mountains, rivers, trees, crystals, metals, all living beings, even human beings – is nothing other than numbers incarnated. If you study this question in depth, you will find that nothing exists apart from numbers. Everything is number; Nature and the whole Universe are built upon numbers, which form an indestructible, geometric framework similar to the skeleton. So mathematics is abstract only at the level of principles; in the created world it takes on flesh and bone. For the moment, mathematicians work without knowing how the results of their calculations correspond to reality. One day, they will discover that all the physical, psychic and cosmic processes are there, all explained by numbers and their different combinations."

Omraam Mikhaël Aïvanhov

19  21  32
1   3  5
= 9/27
The Universe seems......to have been determined and ordered in accordance with Number, by the forethought and the mind of the Creator of all things; for the pattern was fixed, like a preliminary sketch, by the domination of number pre-existent in the mind of the Universe-creating God

Nichomachus of Gerasa, 5/32
ca. A.D. 100
and.....
PYTHAGORAS’ First Law
”Everything is Number”
and......
Number is the ruler of form and ideas and is the cause of gods and demons

Pythagoras’ Sacred Discourse

6th Century B.C.
Which shines on......
And.....
Ancient Chaldean Number-Letter Code

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A B C D E U O F
I K G M H V Z P
J R L T N W
Q S X
Y

The methodology for creating ‘cosmic numbers’ out of a name and birth date is exemplified as follows:

PYTHAGORAS OF SAMOS
8145137213 78 31473

Summed by component
35 15 18
8 6 9

= for the single cosmic number: 8+6+9 = 23 = ‘5’
And for the compound cosmic number: 35+6+9 = 50 = by convention - in order to accommodate also the longer names - a ‘32’
Thus Pythagoras of Samos is by his name a ‘5/32’, called ‘Communication’.
Pythagoras’ birth date is given as ‘around’ 569 B.C. Let’s make it happen on 4 March of that year to establish his cosmic birth number: 4+3+5+6+9 = 27 = 9/27
Which, combined with his name numbers makes Pythagoras another 5/32 and .... ‘communicate’ he did!!!
“Sun”, ‘spelled’ as 365, is according to “The Ancients” equivalent to…….


“Via Appia Antica” and, funny and good enough, “LUCK” “JUNK” “PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE” “IN REALITY” “NONDETERMINISTIC” “MAYAN CULTURE” “COSMOTHEOLOGY” “ALL BEING” “A SUPREME BEING” “A STEADFAST BEING” “TELECOMMUNICATION” “CHAKRA” “IN THE BEGINNING” “A TRANSCENDENTAL EVOLUTION” “DEOXYRIBOSE NUCLEIC ACID” “THE TRUTH IS IN THE HANDS OF NATURE ONLY” and “THE TRUTH IS IN THE HANDS OF GOD ONLY” and “IN GOD WE TRUST” “PERFECTIONING THE WHEEL”

“IN NATURE WE TRUST” “A MOMENT IN TIME”

and…. “MULTIPLICATION BY TIME” and… “A MATTER OF TIME” “EVERYTHING HAS ITS TIME” and “I.O.U’” and “SAY YES” and “BACK TO BASICS” “MATHEMATICS IS NOT AN OPINION” and “A SUN AND A NAME” and “A THEORY OF EVERYTHING”
And can be trusted for making......
Perfect example of Fibonacci numbers
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21......
(add the last two to get the next)
Magic Number Square

= 9/27

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
15 & 15 & 15 & 15 & 15 & 15 \\
6 &= 15 &= 4 + 9 + 2 &= 15 &= 6 \\
+ &+ &+ &+ &+ &+ \\
6 &= 15 &= 3 + 5 + 7 &= 15 &= 6 \\
+ &+ &+ &+ &+ &+ \\
6 &= 15 &= 8 + 1 + 6 &= 15 &= 6 \\
15 & 15 & 15 & 15 & 15 & 15 \\
\end{array}
\]

+++++++ = 321

= 6!

Pro Pubblicatiis Commoditatiis
(for everybody's use)
= 6/33
ONENESS is so simple
New York after the 2001 '16' Fact
Spinoza and the Cosmos

“What you say is what you are”

“Nature speaks with a thousand voices”

“REALITY IS AT LEAST ONE THOUSAND TIMES AS SUBTLE AS WE PERCEIVE IT TO BE”

ANONYMOUS
SPINOZA is a 5/32, the Mercury vibration, representing "Reason" and "Communication". Spinoza's core parameters for the Universe are: "SUBSTANCE", a 5/32; "ATTRIBUTES", a 5/32 and "MODES", a 5/23. The number 32 was bestowed with the name "Communication" and the 23 with the powerful name "The Royal Star of the Lion".

The combination of these three "quantities" make, following the Kabbalah method of numerology, a 6/33, being the same as Spinoza's full name BARUCH DE SPINOZA. Furthermore, Spinoza's core statements: "NATURING NATURE" and "NATURED NATURE" are both 5/32's and so are his favoured expressions "LOVE OF GOD" and "LOVE OF NATURE".
23 January 1999

“THE AGE OF AQUARIUS”  5/32
“THE AQUARIAN AGE”  5/32
“URANUS”, the Aquarian Ruler  5/23
“MERCURY”, the Messenger  5/23
“THE MESSENGER OF THE GODS”  5/32
“TEN NUMBERS”  5/23
"THE TRUTH IN NUMBERS"  5/32
“WHAT’S IN A NAME?”  5/32
Be the change you wish to see in the World

Mahatma Gandhi, 3/21

Imagine all the people ......................
You may say I am a Dreamer
But I am not the only one

Reality leaves a lot to the imagination

John Lennon, 3/21
‘15’ “The Magician”

‘ZERO-ONE-TWO-THREE-FOUR-FIVE-SIX-SEVEN-EIGHT-NINE’
‘MAN’S BRAIN’ ‘HAND’ ‘HIS HAND’ ‘A NEW WIND’ ‘PROPOSITION
FOR A HAPPIER SURVIVAL OF HUMANKIND’ ‘THE ENTIRE EARTH
THEN WAS OF ONE LANGUAGE AND OF ONE TONGUE’ ‘RADICAL’
‘DEITY’ ‘NAME’ ‘WISH’ ‘QUARKS’ ‘SUPERCONDUCTIVITY’ ‘A
BEAUTIFUL MIND’ ‘ARTIST’ ‘ALIEN’ ‘THE MASTER’ ‘OLD FRIENDS’
‘TEAM SPIRIT’ ‘WIN-WIN’ ‘GAME OVER’ ‘SAVE’ ‘THE SEARCH’ ‘ALL
LIFE’ ‘ALL REALITY’ ‘NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL MODEL’ ‘JUNK DNA’
‘NEUROANTHROPOLOGY’ ‘TEN ATOMS’ ‘LEARN’ ‘AWAKE’ ‘ALL IS
GEOMETRY’ ‘ALL MATTER IS SPIRITUAL’ ‘THE SUPERNATURAL’
‘ALL THINGS SHINING’ ‘METAPHILOSOPHICAL’ ‘MAYAN PROPHECY’
‘AVATAR’ ‘ALL IS REVEALED’ ‘CLARITY’ ‘RIGHT’ ‘LEGAL’ as well as
‘OBAMA’ ‘I AM A NEW MAN’ ‘REAL CHANGE’ ‘SAY NO TO RACISM’
‘DUTY’ ‘CHARM’ ‘JOKE’ ‘HINT’ ‘WISE’ ‘ODD’ ‘AN ODD TONE’ ‘IN
ODD WE TRUST’ ‘SANITY’ ‘IT FROM BIT’ and.....’SMART POWER’
and ..........’LIVE’ ‘MAGIC AND MYSTERY’ and...... ‘AWE AND
WONDER’ ‘ALL IS GEOMETRY’ ‘I AM A GEOMETER’ and....
‘IF HUMANKIND WANTS TO SURVIVE IT WILL HAVE TO ADOPT A
RADICALLY DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING’ and............... 
‘A WELL TEMPERED CLIMATE ACCORD’ and ‘AMEN’
“21”……The number of Love, Energy and many other Good Things

’51’ The number of dangerous enemies unrelated to war

“22”....... The ‘blind and blundering’ number

“WORLD” “ALL OF US” “KNOW THYSELF” “THE DEAL WORLD”
“DEALING” “MANKIND” “MONEY” “MORE MONEY” “DOW JONES INDEX”
“CATCH TWENTYTWO” ’TIME IS MONEY” “THE STUPID” “BLIND
AMBITION” “THE TRAPINGS” “AGENDA’S” “AGENDA 21” ”1990s” ”OUR
COMMON FUTURE” “DITHER-DRIFT” “RUNAWAY” “WATER
COMPETITION” “WARMING” “PEACE” “DOVE” “SUMMIT” “BORDER”
“WORDS” “EMPTY” “NORMAL” “SOCIAL NETWORK” “TABLOID” “ROBOT”
“SOCIAL ROBOT” “JETSET” “SHOW BUSINESS” “FATAL ATTRACTION”
“EARNING” “PRIVACY” “FEAR OF...” “CHANGE” “SAFETY” “PRAYERS”
’TERROR’ “MASSACRE” “NEO-NAZI” “BREAKING NEWS” “HAVOC”
”IDEALISM” “IDEALIST” “HUMAN BEINGS” “DUALISM” “EGO FORCE”
”BULLYISM” “ACADEMIC” “SHEER ARROGANCE” “DECEIT” ”INSIGHT”
”MATTER-MATTER” “OBESE” “ATOM BOMB” “FAILED”
”THE DECLINE” “ANXIETY” “AMERICAN” “STARS AND STRIPES”
”ALMIGHTY” “BUSH-CHENEY” “GREAT BRITAIN” ”THE CAPITALIST TRAP”
”PURE GREED” “GREED AND ARROGANCE” “GREED MONSTER”
”MUAMMAR” “MILITARY MIND” “BORDER” “MULLAH” “THE INQUISITION”
”TRUE BLOOD” “THE TALIBAN” “AMERICA-IRAQ” “DUTCH” “BLIND
FOOL” “THE MINDSET” “THE PARANOIA” and, to add an all-telling human
touch, the names ”SILVIO BERLUSCONI” ”BUSH-SON” as well as
”THE THREE B’S”!!!
'28’ “A number of ‘frustrating and puzzling contradictions”

“33” ……… The universal and lucky number

THE NATURAL THEORY OF DEALISM” and “PEACE ON EARTH” “WORLD WIDE WEB” “PROGRESS” “PROTEST” “TRANSITION” “THE FUTURE IS A MATTER OF ATTITUDE” “THE SILENCE IS A FRIEND” “SPIRITUAL POWER SPIRALS” “ZEITGEIST” “CUTTING EVOLUTION DOWN TO OUR SIZE” “NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION” “NOTHING IS PERFECT” “NATURE IS SIMPLE” “YOU LEARN TO BE SILENT” “FEELINGS” “MUSIC IS A GUIDE TO LIFE” “TRUMPET” “LOVE IS WORK” “SENSE OF DUTY” “THE NATURE OF REALITY” and “THINKING AHEAD” “PEACE OF MIND” “THE BETTERMENT OF WORLD REASON” “INTELLECT” “SUPREME” “STEADFAST” “SPLENDID” “REVIVAL OF TRUTH” “RESTLESS MIND” “INTRINSIC FREEDOM” “HOW TO TALK TO AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL” “AKHENATEN” “EMPEROR” “PENGUIN” “LIVING WITH HOPE” “UNDER THE SKY” “FALLING IN LOVE” “HUMANITY AND NATURE” “PHRENES” “HUMANITY AND GOD” “LOGOS IS NUMBER” “CHANCE IS NOT” “INDIVIDUAL RESPONSABILITY” “RICH PLANET, POOR PLANET” “THE SEARCH FOR OUR TRUE NATURE” “DIGNITY OF LIFE” “LIFE IS WHAT WE PAY ATTENTION TO” “CURIOSITY DRIVEN” “THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD” “A MERE GOOD HANDFUL OF COSMIC DUST” “11.11.21.12.2012” “MAY YOU LIVE IN INTERESTING TIMES” “THE INFORMATION REVOLUTION” “OUT OF THE BOX” “THEORY-PRACTICE” “INPUT AND OUTPUT” “MACCROSCOPIC” “MICROSCOPIC” “RAINDROPS” and “TALK OF FEAR BREEDS FEAR” “AN EVOLUTIONARY THEORY OF RIGHT AND WRONG” “OUR TRUE NATURE IS SPIRIT” “EVOLUTIONARY HUMAN” “HOW FRAGILE WE ARE” “BELIEFS IN HUMANITY” “KEEPING IN TOUCH” “ALL GREAT IDEAS ARE ALWAYS SIMPLE” “TRANSITION” “FACTS OF LIFE” “HOW FRAGILE WE ARE” “SMALL THINGS COUNT MOST” and “NEVER A DULL MOMENT” “BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY” “NEVER SAY NEVER” and “COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS” and “ALL EXPERIENCE IS A MATTER OF MIND” “THE TIME IS RIPE FOR CHANGE” and “ONE TWO REALITY” and “THE NATURE-HUMANKIND PARTNERSHIP” “PARADISE LOST” and “ALL LIFE ASPIRES TO THE CONDITION OF MUSIC” and “FACTS OF REALITY”!!!
“19”.... A blessed and karmic reward number

1 + 9 = 10 and 1 + 0 = 1

‘SPIRIT’ “SOUL” “THE SOUL IS ....” “LIGHT ENERGY” “SELF” “INNER SELF”
“BEAUTY” “INNER BEAUTY” “DREAMS” “REALM OF THE SPIRIT”
“DNA MOLECULE” “DNA SPIRAL” “IGF-II PROTEIN” “LIFE AND DEATH”
“ODD AND EVEN” “THE MIND” “MIND’S EYE” “KEEN EYE” “CLEAR MIND”
“GREY CELLS” “WOW” “TIME AS MULTIPLIER” “THE NATURE” “POLY”
“THE GOD” “CODE” “WORD” “THE SECRET CODE” “FIAT LUX” “HELIX”
“MANDALA” “FACTS” “REALISM” “THE HUMAN GENOME” “TRUST” “FAITH”
“DIGNITY” “THE SUN” “SOLAR PLEXUS” “THE MOON” “SUN-MOON” “SHINE”
“WE ALL SHINE” “FUN” “SO LONG” ”1960s” “BLUES” “CIN CHIN”
“UP AND DOWN” “MAKE A WISH” “MAKING LOVE” “MAKING SENSE”
“ENJOY” “GIVING” “SMILES” “GIVE AND TAKE” “SEARCH” “WHY WORRY”
“USE AND DISUSE” “SINGER” “PAINT” “GUIDE” “ANIMAL WORLD” “WE ARE....” “TWO HEARTS” “THE DIVINE CREATION” “ACT OF GOD”
“FATA MORGANA” “MIRACLE” “LAST-DITCH” “APPIA” “REGINA VIARUM”
“CASTLE” ”NEW YORK” (although composed of a destructive 16 and a 12 “The Victim”!) “ELDER” “THE GUARDIAN” “KABBALIST” “MASTER” “GENIE” “GAME CHANGER” “SHAMAN” “ANIMISM”

“THE DREAMER” “THE GENIUS” “MAGICIAN” and “IN-TIME-IN-TUNE”

“All is ONE” and “GOD DOES PLAY!”
“16”….. The dreaded number of destruction


“H5N1 (the avian flu virus) and “Cat and Mouse”
“16”......ctnd


“An Inconvenient Truth”
“18”… the number of ‘spiritual and material conflict’

George W. Bush was the 43rd President of the United States of America and the word “Superpower” is a ’43’! Another significant 43 vibration is the expression “Respect for Nature”, the word “Inconvenient” as well as the words “Consumerism” “Technology”, “Intelligence” “Administration” “Supervisor” and “Interpreter” Most impressively because of its recent actuality, the following string of numbers: 08.48-11-9-2001, i.e. the exact time when the airplane struck the first Twin Tower, is also a 43 and “Operation Enduring Freedom” and “Millennium Challenge”, "Antropocene” “Monoculture” “Conspirator” “Resolution” “Destructive” “Explosive” “Fukushima Daiichi” “Government of...” “Management of....” “Manipulation of....” “Irreconcilable” “Controlling” “Controlling” “Follow the Money!” “Prostitution” and “Pedophilia” “parasites of Heaven’ and “Serious trouble begins generally in the Minds of Men” “Bloodthirsty” “Reputation” and “Poverty breeds Violence” “Politicians-Economists” ”“Monkeybusiness” and ”Frustration”
“30”..... The number of ‘Higher Principles’

“30”…..ctnd

“PEACE AND HARMONY” “MUSIC IS THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT” “RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE”
“THE WORLD IS OURS TOGETHER” “THE MORAL STATE” “LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL”
“EMPEROR PENGUIN” “PYTHON” “HOMO SAPIENS SAPIENS” “EVERYTHING WAS MEANT
TO BE” “ONLY NATURE IS ABSolutely RIGHT” “INFINITELY SUPERIOR BEING”
“HURRICANE” “SPIRITUAL POWER” “THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE” “LANGUAGE
INSTRUMENT” “RENEWAL OF VALUES” “SENSE OF HUMOUR” “SEEING IS BELIEVING”
“ACCEPTING INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY” “UNDERSTANDING” “ESOTERIC”
“ESOTERIC LANGUAGE” “FEELING” “HAPPINESS IS ABOUT UNDERSTANDING”
“UNSELFFISH” “PENETRATE” “THE CITY OF NEW YORK” “LIFTING THE COSMIC VEIL”
“LOVE WILL BE THE GIFT YOU GIVE YOURSELF” “TO PEACE ON THIS PLANET”
“GREATER REALITY” “THE ONE AND ONLY” and “THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM” “THE
POWER OF LANGUAGE” “THE POWER OF THE WORDS” “COMPUTER” “QUANTUM
COMPUTER” “THE POWER OF THE INTERNET” as well as the key philosophical expression
“SO ABOVE, SO BELOW”, “THE SEARCH FOR THE BALANCE” “DEMOCRACY”
“IMPLICATE” “IMPLICATE AND EXPLICATE” “EVOLUTIONARY HUMANITY” “ORGANIC
THINKING” “MITOCHONDRIAL DNA” “THE INTENT TO BECOME” “OPEN MIND”
“VISIONARY PROPHET” “PROPHET”
“THE PRINCIPLE WAS THE WORD” and the Kabbalah “BOOK OF BRIGHTNESS” or
“SEFER ha-BAHIR” and “THE 27TH GENESIS”
“All’S WELL THAT ENDS WELL” and “WHATEVER IS, IS RIGHT” and…. 
“THE OPEN ECONOMY OF THOUGHT” ”VISIONS OF HOPE” “THERE IS MUSIC IN THE AIR”
and “KINDNESS IS A VIRTUE” “EXISTENCE IS A PERPETUAL MOTION”
“THE CHANGE WE CAN TRUST” and
“LOVE-SINCERITY-DECISION-COURAGE”, all the same strong 3/30 and
“OF COURSE GOD PLAYS DICE”!
“26”….. The number of ‘Partnerships’

“UNIVERSAL VALUE” “NEUTRAL” “COSMIC NATURE” “SPIRITUALITY”
“COSMIC ATTRACTION” “THE COLOURS OF THE RAINBOW” “ATMOSPHERE” “MOTHER EARTH” “SPIRIT OF BEAUTY” “FAITH IN BEAUTY”
“LOVERS” “UNSELFISH” “BE THE LOVE YOU SEEK”
“THREE KINGS” “TOLERANCE” “ORDER OUT OF CHAOS”
“LOCKED UP IN OUR DISCIPLINES” “LEFT AND RIGHT” “WORDS AND DEEDS” “GLOBAL SUBJECT MANAGEMENT” “ORDER OUT OF CHAOS” “RADIATION”, EMANATION and VIBRATION” “ATMOSPHERE” “MOTHER EARTH” “SIMPLICITY AND COMPLEXITY” “SCOPE”
“THE HUMAN CONDITION” “LOVE OF THE COMMON PEOPLE” “LOVELETTER” “DIRECT ACCESS TO NATURE” “DIRECT ACCESS TO GOD” “I THINK I KNOW WHAT GOD THINKS”
“A FUTURE WITHOUT NUCLEAR WEAPONS” “ACCESS TO TOOLS” “ELECTRICITY-MAGNETISM” “TELECOMMUNICATIONS” “WORLD TRADE CENTER”
“ANOTHER SIX MILLION?”
“THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL”
“FREEDOM IS THE HIGHEST LAW” “INTERNET ETHICS CODE”
“How we get lost finding ourselves” “COMPROMISE”
“THE MASTER OF TIME” “THINKING --- ACTING” “ACTING --- THINKING” and “THE DIVINE PLAN”
“PI” IN THE SKY” and “IF THE MIND DOESN’T MATTER THE MATTER DOESN’T MIND” and “sense and simplicity in complexity”
“LOOKING TRUTH IN THE EYE” and “HANDLING THE TRUTH” “COMMUNITY OF PURPOSE”
“MUSIC TO MY EARS” and “KEEP IT SHORT AND SIMPLE”!
’17’ the Number of
‘Love and Peace’

‘ONE’ ‘REALITY’ ‘EARTH’ ‘UNITY’ ‘LIFE’ ‘HEART’
‘CORE’ ‘GOLD’ ‘MUSIC’ ‘ALL IS NUMBER’ ‘A
PERFECT FIFTH’ ‘LOGIC’ ‘MINDS’ ‘THE TRUTH’
‘TRUE’ ‘THE ACTION’ ‘HERE’ ‘CIRCLE’ ‘MACRO’
‘MICRO’ ‘SAFE’ ‘BRIDGE’ ‘LEAP’ ‘THINK’ ‘LIGHT-
BEARING’ ‘MORAL’ ‘NEW REALISM’ and…

’I HAVE A DREAM’!
“27”.....’The Sceptre’!

“COSMOS” “HEAVEN” “THE DIVINE PRESENCE” “LIGHT WITHOUT END” “KEEPER OF
TRUTH” “GENETIC CODE” “TWENT LETTER PROTEIN CODE” “THE MUSIC OF LIFE”
“MENTAL IMAGE” “METAPHYSICAL UNIVERSE” “ATOMIC SCIENCE” “CELESTIAL
MATHEMATICS” “COSMIC STRING THEORY” “RELATIVE” “INERTIA AND GRAVITATION”
“TIME IS RELATIVE” “THE NATURAL SPIRAL” “HEAVEN AND EARTH” “ANTHROPIC”
“GARDEN OF EDEN” “INVOLUTION” “PRINCIPLES, LAWS AND FACTS” “FORM-CONTENT”
“ADDITION” “IMMUTABLE LAWS OF NATURE” “FIELD THEORY” “UNIFIED THEORY”
“NEURONS AND SYNAPSIS” “PHOTON” “ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM” “GLOBAL UNITY”
“REALITY IS IN NUMBERS” “PARTICLE” “ACCELERATOR” “PARTICLE ACCELERATOR”
“QUANTUM” “QUANTUM GRAVITY” “QUANTUM CONSCIOUSNESS” “SUPERSTRINGS”
“HADRONS” “FREE ELECTRON” “THE GOD CONCEPT” “THE OLD ONE” “THE SUPREME
BEING” “DIVINE MIND” “HONEST-TO-GOD” “THE ONE GOD” “GODS AND DEMONS” “DEEP
TIME” “PHYSICS OF SOCIETY” “REALITY IS UNKNOWABLE” “HEAVEN AND EARTH” “CUBE
OF METATRON” “WFPC2” “CONNECTION” “TELEPATHY” “EXISTENCE” “INNER LIFE” “THE
WORLD OF LOVE” “COSMIC PLEASURE” “ETERNITY” “RELIGION” “GOD OF ABRAHAM”
“ANCIENT CHALDEANS” “CHALDEAN” “KEYWORD” “NUMBERS” “ALL THINGS ARE
NUMBERS” “TRUTH IN NUMBERS” “GOOD NUMBER SENSE” “NAMES-NUMBERS”
“EYESIGHT” “BROWN EYES” “CONNECTION” “SOULMATES” “GOOD VIBRATIONS”
“CONTACT” “OUR COSMIC NAMES” “COSMIC THEORY” “WE ARE PART OF NATURE”
“NATURE IS BEAUTIFUL” “NATURE’S BEAUTY” “BEAUTIFUL” “INCARNATED LOGOS”
“INCARNATED TIME” “INCARNATED NATURE” “INCARNATED GOD” “ALL LIFE IS ONE”
“COGNITIVE SCIENCES” “DIASPORA” “INFORMATION”
“SCIENCE IS REDISSCOVERING TIME” “GOLDEN” “GOLDEN AGE” “CONNECTIVITY”
“THE MAYA COSMIC PROPHECY” “COMMON SENSE AND SIMPLICITY"
"27".....cntd

"IMMENSE" "LIMITLESS" "AWSOME POWER" "MASTERFUL" "AMINOACID"
"ADRENALIN" "LANGUAGE" "POETRY AND MUSIC" "THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CONTAINS THE KEY" "WRITTEN" "COLLECTIVE MEMORY" "ECONOMY OF THOUGHT"
"COSMIC VEIL" "EXPECT THE TOTALLY UNEXPECTED" "EYESIGHT" "FOCUS"
"SYMBOLS OF HOPE"  "IMAGINE ALL THE PEOPLE"  "BUT I AM NOT THE ONLY ONE"
"THE NUMBER NINE"  "MOTHER"  "WOMEN"  "FEMALE POWER"  "RENEWAL"  "THE BIG APPLE"  "RESTLESS EARTH"  "SOLUTION"  "PHOENIX"  "PARDON"  "LONGING"
"SOLID GROUND" "NATURE IS ....."  "WE ARE JUST MATERIAL"  "INNER STATE"
"OURABORUS"  "PERINEUM"  "ACCELERATING CULTURAL EVOLUTION"  "PARADIGM SHIFT"  "POLYNOMIAL TIME"  "POLYNOMIAL NATURE"  "UTOPIA"  "METAPHOR"  "FACE TO FACE"  "AGAINST WAR"  "HUMANE RESPONSABILITY"  "CURRICULUM"  "THE SURVIVAL OF HUMANKIND"  "THE PRESENT IS PREGNANT WITH THE FUTURE"
"MATHEMATICS AND POETRY"  "POETRY"  "SPIRITUAL RENAISSANCE"
"SUSTAINABILITY AND SPIRITUALITY"  "CIVILISATION"  "FAMILIARITY"  "SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY"  "POSSESSION"  "REASON IS THE ANSWER"  "ATTENTION"
"SOLIDARITY"  "COME TOGETHER"  "SOLUTION"  "COMMON SENSE AND SENSIBILITY"
"DECISION MAKING"  "ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM"  "KNOWLEDGE"
"SENSE AND REASON"  "INTERNAL POWER"  "FLASHPOINT"
"A NEW SPRING, A NEW SOUND"
"CIRCUMPUNCT"  "GOD IS A CIRCLE"  "GOD IS AN ALGORITHM"
"LOVE YOUR PLANET"  "BEYOND 2012"  "MULTILATERALISM"  "DELIVERY"  "PRACTICE"  "EFFECTIVE"  "NOT TWO IS ONE"
“27”….ctnd

’27’ cntd

‘HUMAN PROTEOME’
and
‘ALL LIFE IS ONE’
and
‘LANGUAGE’
and
‘HEAVEN AND EARTH’
speaking
‘THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT’
same as
‘MUSIC IS A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE’
and
‘THE BEAUTIFUL LANGUAGE OF LIGHT’
same as
‘LANGUAGE IS A MATTER OF MIND’
and
‘SELF-ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE’ like

‘HEART-MIND-WILL-SPIRIT’
"PHILOSOPHER" "PHILOSOPHY-PHYSICS" "COSMOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE"
"ANTHROPIC COSMOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE" "ANTHROPOSOFY"
"ELECTROMAGNETISM-GRAVITY-INERTIA-QUANTUM MECHANICS"
"MARIA" "INRI" "IHS" "PRINCIPLES OF HEAVEN" "72" "144" "216"
"YIN AND YANG" "CHI" "I:CHING" "PROPORTIONS" "IN LOVE" "VIA APPIA"
"A CIRCLE" "ADD" "A KEY" "JOY" "E.T." "OK" "BIG BEN"
"SUN-MERCURY-VENUS-EARTH-MARS-JUPITER-SATURN-URANUS-
NEPTUNE" "ALL MATTER" "MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY-
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY" and "GOOD HORSE SENSE IS JUST STABLE
THINKING" "I LOVE YOU" "YES" "UNCONVENTIONAL" "SPONTANEOUS",
the simple question "IS IT?" and its confirmation "IT IS" and "RNA-DNA"
"CONSCIOUSNESS" "NEUROLOGICAL EVOLUTION"
"PHOSPHORUS" "PHOSPHENES" "ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM"
"ELECTRODYNAMIC THEORY" "NEUROTRANSMITTERS"
"ELECTROCHEMICAL"
"GIVE ME AGRICULTURE AND I WILL GIVE YOU CIVILIZATION"
"EVERYTHING IS IN A NAME" and "A GOOD TIME"
“9” cntd

“FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL OF DESCRIPTION”
“A PURPOSEFUL UNIVERSE” “EVOLUTIONARY UNIVERSE”
“MULTIDIMENSIONAL UNIVERSE” “TRANSDIMENSIONAL”
“PRINCIPLE OF LEAST TIME” as well as “A LIFE”
“WONDERFUL LIFE” “CV” “A HUMAN CONSTITUTION” and
“A BETTER WORLD” and….

“NUMBERS GODS OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM”
“When Heaven and Earth are United”
and “CHANGE ONE CAN BELIEVE IN”
“UNDERSTANDING OF …” and

“That which doesn’t kill us makes us stronger”
and “MULTICULTURALISM” “RENEWING PYTHAGORAS
For our common global future” and “Knowing is
ONE THING BUT UNDERSTANDING QUITE AN OTHER” and

“The more we change, the more we stay the same”
Numbers for key personalities

“19”

Albert Einstein was a 19 and it can hardly be a coincidence that Einstein's General Theory of Relativity, which earned him the Nobel Prize as well as immortality, was formally recognized in the year 1919. Four other globally known and highly esteemed 19’s are “Darwin” “Baruch”, Spinoza's first name, “Dalai Lama” “Luigi Einaudi” “The Beatles” as well as “Paul McCartney”
Elohiym, Pythagoras, Ernest Henry Shackleton, Martin Luther King and the former Secretary-General of the United Nations, Kofi Annan, and the same holds true for the word “Secretary” itself.

Marcus Tullius Cicero, Quinto Orazio Flacco, Michel de Nostradame, Descartes and Baudelaire
“27”

‘Solomon’ ‘Song of Songs’
‘Hermes Trismegistus’ ‘Darwinism’ ‘Templar’
and ‘John Kennedy’ as well as the name ‘Kennedy’ itself as well as ‘Camelot’ and….’Pooh’
‘Choosing one’s language’

At an institutional level these are considered self-explanatory: “The Oval Office” and “The Black White House”!
More pronouncements of the past

The Universe is built on a plan the profound symmetry of which is somehow present in the inner structure of our intellect

Paul Valery, 9/27

All theology.....is a massive inconsistency derived from ignorance.....The Gods exist because Nature has imprinted a conception of them on the minds of men

Cicero, 3/21

“IF HUMANKIND WANTS TO SURVIVE, IT HAS TO ADOPT A RADICALLY DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING”

Albert Einstein, 1/19
Figures can be and are (virtually always and so metaphoric for our ‘troubled times’) manipulated

whereas

Numbers have and maintain their eternal unchangeable meaning
Johan Joachim Winckelmann (1717-1768)

5/32

“We can only become truly great,
If, possibly inimitably,
We imitate The Ancients”

= 9
Seal of Solomon
9/27

No relation to the present State of Israel

See also http://www.rainbow21122012.org/